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More Views from the Ivory Tower:

The "KISS" Principle - Keep it Simple, Solicitor!
BY: DAVID H. SPRATT
My son, now twenty-one
months old, is quite a verbal little
tyke. As hard as I try not to be
"one of those parents" who continually brags about their children, my son knew his ABCs (except the oft-omitted "W") at fourteen months. These days, he is
tackling sentence formation. His
sentences are short, to-the-point,
and void of any unnecessary
words and phrases - what a delightfully rare event for a writing

professor! As he attempts to express himself clearly, I am hesitant
to tell him that ensuring clarity
and precision will be a life-long
process.
A few months back, I sat atop
my "Ivory Tower" and pondered
questions that arose about family
law in a Family Law Practice and
Drafting Class that I taught last
summer. During the same class,
students also asked questions
about writing that were equally
thought-provoking and similarly
difficult to answer. Some of the
more interesting "problem areas"
discussed in my class are addressed
below:
1. Why do most lawyers use the
phrase "Adjudged, Ordered, and
Decreed" in their orders? Don't
these words mean basically the
same thing?
"Most law can be expressed in ordinary English. Most of it is. But
by the time lawyers get through
mushing up ordinary English,
very few English speakers and
only some lawyers can recognize
it."
Lawyers are prone to use more
words than they need to get the
job done; whether we subconsciously think that we get paid by
the word or that we need to sound
intelligent by using big words, the
result confuses the lay reader.
One example of unnecessary
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wordiness is the phrase, "Adjudged, Ordered, and Decreed," a
phrase that finds its way into most
of the orders that lawyers draft
and sign regularly A quick check2
with Merriam-Webster Online
uncovers the following definitions:
Adjudge: To decide or rule
upon as a judge; To hold or pronounce to be
Order: To give an order to
Decree:
An order usually
having the force of law
Perusing Black's Law Dictionary 3 provides the following guidance:
Adjudge: 1) Adjudicate; 2)
To deem or pronounce to be; 3) To
award judicially
Order: A written direction
or command delivered by a court
or a judge
Decree: 1) Traditionally, a
judicial decision in a court of equity, admiralty, divorce, or probate;
2) A court's final judgment; 3) Any
court order, but especially one in
a matrimonial case.
Although at one time, the word
"decree" might have signified an
order in a court of equity or chancery, in 2008, given the merger of
law and equity in most court systems, this distinction is no longer
valid or necessary. Doesn't simply saying "Ordered" or "Decreed"
(if you cannot bear to give up the
distinction) make the same point,
using simple, everyday language
that your reader can readily follow without purchasing a historical treatise of the law?
2. Why are so many property
settlement agreements full of archaic overly formalistic language
that is difficult to understand?
"With a charity born of ignorance, most people believe that
there must be a good reason why
lawyers write like they were trying to reach spirits long de-

parted. " '
In most situations lawyers are
acting on behalf of clients, either
individual or corporate, to provide
professional services. Frequently,
the clients have had no legal training and little, if any, exposure to
the legal discourse community.
Accordingly, to ensure client satisfaction, lawyers must remember
their primary audience, and use
language that the reader(s) can
readily understand. To understand my point, think back to a
time when you were unexpectedly
confronted with a foreign language or could not easily follow
what someone was saying to you.
Howx did that make you feel? Will
a client appreciate having to grab
a dictionary (or enter a word into
Google) to understand what their
lawyer is saying (or writing)?
To rectify this widespread
"problem" and promote clarity and
precision, I advocate the KISS
principle: "Keep it simple, solicitor!" I Because of my family law
background, I will illustrate the
KISS principle by examining some
of the boilerplate language that frequently finds its way into a Property Settlement Agreement (a basic contract between two divorcing parties). Notwithstanding my
family law focus, the KISS principle is equally applicable in all
other legal specialities.
a. Introduction
Below is a typical introductory paragraph to a Property
Settlement Agreement:
THIS AGREEMENT made and
entered into this 5 th day of January, 2007, by and between JACK
SMITH (hereinafter referred to as
"Husband") and JILL SMITH
(hereinafter referred to as "Wife"),
together called "the parties."
KISS away the wordiness, and
the paragraph reads as follows:
JACK SMITH ("Jack")
and JILL SMITH ("Jill") (together
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"the parties") enter into this agreement on January 5, 2007.
Alas, the paragraph, sixteen words shorter, is now a coinplete sentence! Lay readers will
likely understand the shortened
references without all of the superfluous "hereinafter" language, and
I am not aware of a legal difference
between an agreement that is
"made and entered into" and one
that is simply "entered into." The
basic job of an introductory paragraph is to introduce the parties
and the date of the agreement;
needless and obsolete historical
remnants need not apply!
b. Witnesseth:
Best defined as"an archaic
formalism ... that once meant to
furnish formal evidence of something. Best translated as "Hey,
look at this!"; best of all, forgotten. " '
No doubt, any Virginia lawyer
who has drafted or read a contract
(be it a Property Settlement Agreement or otherwise) has encountered the word "Witnesseth" as an
introduction to the recitals. This
term has no real or imagined use

in a contract, other than an at-

tempt to daze and amaze the reader
with the writer's "knowledge" of
legal terms. 7 Use the heading "Recitals" instead. "Not to deny that
there's something fun and whimsical about bandying about Olde

English terms, but on the whole,
it's best done at your local Renaissance Faire (while jousting!). " 8 I
couldn't say it better myself if I
tried.
c. Whereas Clauses:
After the "Witnesseth" head-
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ing, one frequently encounters the
word "Whereas" as an introduction to each recital clause. For example:
"WHEREAS, Husband and
Wife were lawfully married to each
other on May 11, 1985, in Miami,
Florida;"
KISS away the legalese and
write:
Jack and Jill were married on
May 11, 1985, in Miami, Florida.
First, the revision tightens up
the writing; if Jack and Jill were
not lawfully married or not to one
another, the writer would likely be
drafting a different document. Second, "[t]he usual legal role of
whereas is as the introductory word
to a recital . . . , a traditional formalism. In that capacity, it is usually, pompously, worthless. "
d.
Consideration Clause:
Many Property Settlement
Agreements and other contracts
contain a recitation of the consideration behind the contract; the
following paragraph frequently
acts as a transition between the introductory clause/recitals and the
terms of the contract:
"NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises
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and covenants herein set forth,
Husband by his signature belov
and Wife by her signature below
do contract and agree to be bound
by the following terms:"
KISS away your reader's confusion,
and voila, you are left with a much
shorter (and easier to understand sentence):
"The parties mutually agree as
follows:"
If a contract includes specific
promises by each party that benefit the other party (and most parties will not enter into a contract
under which they receive no benefit), the contract is supported by
consideration. Even if a lawyer recites consideration until the cows
come home, ifspecific promises and
mutual benefit are missing, there
is no consideration, and the contract is unenforceable.
As an added bonus, the above
revision allows the writer to remove all of the superfluous "The
parties agree that" statements that
appear throughout the rest of the
Property Settlement Agreement. If
the parties have mutually agreed
to the terms of the contract, it is
no longer necessary to repeat "the
parties agree" at the beginning of
each separate provision.
e.
Other Boilerplate Contract
Provisions:
Let's be honest; we all use
boilerplate language in our contracts. Reinventing the wheel each
time we draft a settlement agreement is inefficient, ineffective, and
would likely result in client complaints about exorbitant attorneys'
fees. Clearly, boilerplate is a useful time-and-headache-saver.
Take a look at your form Property Settlement Agreement. Notice that the boilerplate is much
harder to follow (and explain to
the client) than the client-specific
provisions. This is because the
Continued on page 23
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boiler is probably based on form
books, and many lawyers do not
take the time to craft agreements
to address the needs of each client.
Do not rest on the laurels of the
boilerplate language that you or
your esteemed predecessors have
"always used." First, always tailor the contract terms to the facts
of the instant case; do not overly
rely on the forms. One can always
improve on the boiler. Take care
to use only the contract provisions
that apply to your client's case. If
your agreement does not involve
any financial obligations (e.g., you
are simply drafting a custody
agreement), then take out the standard hold harmless provisions, as
they do not apply Second, remember that many form books and computer boilerplate are outdated and
do not follow effective writing
strategies of clarity and precision.
Many of the provisions are full of
legalese, which often results in ambiguity. These issues can be
avoided by simply taking the time to
modify the forms to fit the particular
circumstances of your client's case.
(Even if you take the time to modify

the boilerplate generally and then use
the more updated boilerplate for all subsequent cases, this will benefit your client).
Do I hear any skeptics? Is there
anyone afraid of not sounding
"like a lawyer? Do not worry!
"Some of the language of the lawx
needs translation. Some of it needs
explaining. Lawx need not read like
a novel, nor be reduced to grunts.
It need not end up "plain" to everyone; few things are."" Ifyou
are working for a client, however,
clients must understand the terms
of the agreement. After all, aren't
they the parties who must abide
by the agreement?
Because we are all being honest, I admit that when I practiced,
I did not always "practice" what I
preach in this article (so my former
opposing counsel can refrain from
pulling Property Settlement
Agreements that I drafted and nitpicking my language). I did, however, spend time tailoring my
agreements and tried to eliminate
much, but not all, of the unnecessary wordiness and legalese. Because boilerplate had withstood the "test
of time," I was afraid to tinker with
success and did so only incrementally.

My toddler son, while grappling with language, often repeats
what he hears (and this has done
wonders for my sometimes locker
room vocabulary). When I slip
and utter profanity, I will teach
him not to do as I have always
done and tell him that I am trying
to change my language for the
better. I hope this article helps you
do so as well.
NOTES:
'David Mellinkoft, Iegal Writing: Sense and
Nonsense xi (1982).
2http://www.merriam-webster.com
3Black's I aw Dictionar (8th ed. 2004).
4 David Mellinkof, Iegal Writing: Sense and
Nonsense 1 (1982).
A kinder, gentler variation on the more familiar, "Keep It Simple, Stupid"; as used here,
solicitor is simply a synonym fbr lawy)er.
David Mellinkof, Mellinkoff's Dictionary
ofAmerican Legal Usage 691 (1992).
7"'Words like 'witnesseth' at the beginning and
'seal at the end make a legal form the stuffof
wizardry , beyond the ken of mere mortals."
Nick Pro Tunc, Out ofOrder: Legalspeak: An
EndangeredS'pecies. 71 Wisc. Law. 9 (Sept.
1998).
'http: ://thepartyothefirstpart.blogspot.comi
2007/10 /word-of-week 21.html
9David Mellinkof; Mellinkoff's Dictionary
of American Legal Usage 685(1992).
Dav id Mellinkoti, ILe a1l Writing: Sense and
Nonsense xii (1982).
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